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Honors Convocation delivered by Professor of Music

Hannah Kinzer
Staff Writer

______________________________________

The
annual
Honors
Convocation was held on Tuesday,
May 22, 2018, in the Lawrence
University Chapel from 11:10 a.m.
to 12:20 p.m. Frank C. Shattuck
Professor of Music Kenneth
Bozeman presented his lecture
titled, “Voice, the Muscle of the
Soul: Finding Yourself Through
Finding Your Voice.” The event also
honored faculty and students who
have received awards from the
university and have been inducted
into honors societies.
The event began with a prelude featuring retiring Professor
of Music and Teacher of Oboe
Howard Niblock and retiring
Professor of Music and Teacher of
Horn James DeCorsey. Katherine
Handford, lecturer of music and
university organist, accompanied
the performers. The prelude also
featured a song titled “Ode for the
Birthday of Queen Anne (Eternal
Source of Light Divine)” which
was played at the Royal Wedding
last Saturday, May 19. It was performed by Associate Professor of
Music and Teacher of Voice Steven
Spears, along with Associate
Professor of Music and Teacher of
Trumpet John Daniel accompanied
by Handford on the organ. After the
prelude, faculty walked in wearing
their academic robes.
Lawrence University President
Mark Burstein recognized faculty
and students that elected to receive
awards from the university and
join honors societies. The faculty
and students received their awards
the night before at an honors ceremony. Among those honored was
the main speaker at the event,

Frank C. Shattuck Professor of Music Kenneth Bozeman delivered the final convocation of the year titled, “Voice, the Muscle of the
Soul: Finding Yourself Through Finding Your Voice.”
Photo by Emma Gilshannon.

Bozeman, who received the Faculty
Convocation award.
Bozeman, a tenor, graduated from Baylor University and
the University of Arizona with
degrees in music performance.
He joined Lawrence University in
1977 teaching music theory and
voice. In 1993, he became chair of
the voice department and began
teaching voice science and pedagogy. He is also the chair of the
editorial board for the National
Association of Teachers Singing
(NATS) Journal of Singing. Among
his numerous awards, he has
received two teaching awards from

Lawrence University and the Van
Lawrence Fellowship from the
Voice Foundation. He has published books on vocal acoustics and
pedagogy in addition to presenting about voice science and performing oratorio at various venues
around the world.
Bozeman began his lecture
with a focus early human experiences with voice. He played a
video of a baby responding to its
mother’s singing as an example of
how voice facilitates communication early in life. Bozeman also
explored some of the scientific
details of vocalization such as con-

trol of harmonic frequencies. He
ended the lecture by emphasizing
how vocalization is important in
society because it induces feeling
and empathy in others. He showed
videos of patients with Parkinson’s
disease and brain trauma who
received vocal training. They highlighted how developing voice is
important to personal expression
and social connection. They also
showed how music can help to
develop vocal expression.
Junior Emma Webster, a vocal
performance major, said, “The
ideas he expressed in his lecture
have not stopped buzzing around

quality and government response
to such grievances is called environmental justice. In 1991,
Shepherd joined more than one
thousand experts in the field at
the First National People of Color
Environmental Leadership Summit
in Washington, D.C. There, the
delegates drafted and adopted
17 principles of Environmental
Justice, which are still used today.
Afterwards, Shepherd dedicated
herself to going back home and
building community support. In
her experience, she has found that
the best solutions for environmental justice were the ones that came
from those most affected by these
issues. Not only does this protect
the agency of marginalized communities, the most affected are
usually the ones who will be most
committed to making change happen.
Since 1988, Shepherd and her
organization, WE ACT, have dealt
with unfair practices in New York,
such as toxic waste from polluting
facilities along the West Harlem
waterfront, where other wealthi-

er neighborhoods have riverside
parks and greenery. For the first
six years of Shepherd’s activities in
West Harlem, everything was run
on a completely volunteer basis
while they went through a lawsuit
against a local sewage treatment
plant. Shepherd then used the
resulting settlement to start WE
ACT and hire professional employees. She explained that this was
because for marginalized communities, it is imperative that advocacy is “institutionalized.”
“People go back to their
normal lives [after a time],” said
Shepherd, “but these problems are
continual.”
This will not be Shepherd
and President Mark Burstein’s
first meeting. About 15 years ago,
when President Burstein worked
for Columbia University, he and
Shepherd were involved in the
planning of a possible partnership
between WE ACT and the university. They intended to collaborate
on Columbia’s environmental education programs. Education about
the environment and environmen-

tal justice has been a matter of
great importance for WE ACT over
the years, and Shepherd has been
a leader in community-academic
research partnerships to protect
the environmental health of children.
Burstein and Shepherd would
later find themselves on opposite
sides of the table during a disagreement between WE ACT and
Columbia over the usage and rights
to certain waterfront properties.
According to Shepherd, WE ACT
had organized 200 locals to develop a community plan for a muchneeded waterfront park, which the
city agreed to build. However, parts
of the plan overlapped with an area
that Columbia wanted to use for a
campus expansion.
As the President of Lawrence
University, Burstein has praised
Shepherd for her “strong commitment to important human values
and her willingness to negotiate
and compromise to achieve her
objectives” and as a “wonderful
example” for the Lawrence community.

in my mind.” She went on to say,
“I am constantly amazed with the
powers of voice and music…Music
has the ability to impact everyone
in a different way, and your voice
is something that should be heard.”
In his lecture, Bozeman noted
how voice is a cornerstone of community. When asked how the lecture might affect campus, Webster
said, “I believe that the campus can
think more about the impacts of
silencing others.” She went on to
say, “Mr. Bozeman discussed how
if a child is silenced by a parent
or teacher, they are likely to lose
access in expressing themselves
through their voice. A takeaway
from this lecture is that everyone
has a voice, but if a person believes
that theirs is not valid, a strong
means of expressing themselves
is lost. I find that people on campus are very quick to tell another
person that their ideas are invalid
before allowing them the opportunity to express themselves. This
idea of silencing causes people to
think that their ideas are wrong
and suppress their emotions.”
When asked about how the
lecture has changed the way she
thought about voice, Webster
said, “In the lecture, Mr. Bozeman
expressed the impacts that your
voice has on other people.” She
went on to say, “The emotions that
you are feeling when you perform
resonate strongly with your audience and have an impact on their
lives as well as your own. Music can
help in times where emotions are
both positive and negative, and I
believe that it is important to think
about the purpose that music is to
serve at each moment.”

An Interview with the 2018 Commencement Speaker

Celeste Hall
Staff Writer

______________________________________

THIS

WEEK

This year’s commencement
speaker for the graduating class
of 2018 will be Peggy Shepherd,
one of the country’s leading voices
for environmental justice, as well
as one of its strongest advocates.
The commencement, which will be
on June 10, will take place on the
campus green.
Shepherd is a Howard
University graduate and a
co-founder of WE ACT for
Environmental Justice, which
started as a grassroots organization in West Harlem of New York
City. WE ACT, now a professional
advocacy group, was created to
combat environmental racism in
Manhattan. Environmental racism
is a phenomenon supported by evidence from dozens of local and
national studies where people of
low income – especially those who
identify as non-white – are disproportionately affected by pollution
and environmental degradation.
Equity in both environmental
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Shepherd amended this characterization by clarifying that compromise does not define her as a
negotiator. While compromise is a
feature of any policy negotiation,
one has to know what is a “nogo” for themselves and the ideals
of their organization. In the past,
Shepherd has also shown herself to be a bold and determined
advocate of marginalized communities, unafraid to walk away
from negotiations when there was
so much compromise, a policy
became meaningless. In addition,
she pointed out that the first compromise marginalized communities make is the inequality of the
system itself.
As well as a community leader,
Shepherd has been a journalist, a
TEDx speaker, a former chair of
the EPA’s National Environmental
Justice Advisory Council and a sitting member of several committees within the National Institutes
of Health. She has won multiple
awards for her work on the envi-
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The twenty-first annual
Richard A. Harrison
Symposium was held
this past Saturday, May
19. The symposium
consisted of presentations given by current
Lawrence humanities
and social science students on their research
conducted over the
past year. Pictured is
senior Augusta Finzel
presenting her research
on the mammoth
steppe ecosystem.
Photo by Spencer
Washington.

Upcoming Events
LUaroo
Saturday, May 26- Sunday,
May 27, All Day
Quad
Diversity Organization
Senior Celebration
Wednesday, May 30, 6 p.m.8 p.m.
Diversity Center
Psychology Senior
Capstone Presentations
Saturday, June 2, 8:30 a.m.
Steitz Hall 102
International Year End
Farewell and Celebration
Sunday, June 3, 2 p.m.- 4:30
p.m.
Esch Hurvis Room

Fulbright scholarships awarded to LU students BBC to welcome on and offcampus bands for LUaroo
Rikke Sponheim
Staff Writer

_________________________

Seniors Will Gill and Elena
Hudacek were recently awarded
with Fulbright English Teaching
Assistant awards to teach English
in other countries. Gill will be
teaching English in Germany for
10 months, and Hudacek will be
teaching English in Colombia at the
National University of Colombia at
Bogotá. Alumnus Emilio Salvia ‘17
also won a Fulbright scholarship.
Gill had previously spent time
in Germany both as a gap year and
while studying abroad in Berlin
during the 2016-2017 academic
year. Spending time in Germany
and learning more about the country as a German major taught Gill
about the culture and language,
and Assistant Professor of German
Alison Guenther-Pal encouraged
him to apply for the Fulbright
scholarship.
“This is a chance for me to
improve my own language skills,”
said Gill, “and help young people
learn about American culture and

India
On Tuesday, May 22, nine
protesters were killed in
brawls with authorities over
the Sterlite Copper smelter
plant. The plant is operated
by the London based mining
company, Vedanta Resources.
Residents of Tuticorin, a port
city in India, argue that the
plant is polluting groundwater and causing other environmental damage. Vedanta
has responded and said that
it abides by environmental
standards in place. The protests increased in severity
after the protesters set the
office of a local administrator
ablaze after they had denied
the protesters’ request
to rally at the plant. The
leader of the Indian National
Congress party said that the
protesters were gunned down
by the police. A police officer
responded that they opened
fire because their attempts to
disperse the crowd with tear
gas and baton charges proved
futile. The state’s chief minister has ordered an inquiry
into the shooting.
(CNN)

the English language.” Gill has yet
to hear from the Fulbright commission about exactly which city he
will be placed in, but he knows that
he will be in the western German
federal state of North RhineWestphalia.
Hudacek decided to pursue a Fulbright English Teaching
Assistant (ETA) award since she
intends to teach English language
learners in the future. “Having
majored in linguistics and Spanish
with the intention of teaching ELL,”
said Hudacek “I determined that
the Fulbright ETA program aligned
closely with my future career
goals.”
In addition to focusing on
her teaching skills and improving
her Spanish while in Colombia,
Hudacek is also looking forward
to carrying out the volunteering or
research requirement of the award.
Hudacek said that researching or
volunteering “will give me the freedom to pursue interests outside of
teaching and further engage with
the community.”
The English Teaching Assistant
award, according to the Fulbright
website, aims to help local English
teachers around the world by send-

ing native English speakers to help
in classrooms. Awards are usually
given to recent college graduates
who have not had much previous
travel experience to the country in
which they will be teaching.
There are several different
types of Fulbright awards besides
the English Teaching Assistant
award. There is a Fulbright Study/
Research award with several different areas of research, all with
different requirements depending on what country a student is
applying to. There are also the
Fulbright-National
Geographic
Storytelling Fellowship and the
Critical Language Enhancement
Award (CLEA).
Similarly, three Lawrence
students also received Critical
Language Scholarships, which send
students to learn languages which
have been decided to be critical to
economic prosperity and national
security. Junior Jonathan Rubin
and senior Mikaela Marget were
awarded scholarships to study
Indonesian in Malang, Indonesia.
Junior Heidi Arnold was awarded
a scholarship to study Russian in
Bishkek, Kyrgyzstan.

World

Dannielle Konz
Staff Writer

______________________________________

This coming Memorial Day
weekend, LUaroo will be taking
over the quad. The music will
run from noon to 11 p.m. on both
Saturday and Sunday, May 26 and
27.
“I’m really excited about all
the bands,” said junior and Band
Booking Committee (BBC) member Georgia Greenberg. “We tried
to find a diverse set of musicians
that will also be good for a festival
setting.” This year’s lineup includes
Empress Of, Kweku Collins, Terror
Pigeon, several on-campus groups
including Jamil and the Litterbox
Kids, B. Lilly, Rat Park and much
more. The Booking Committee is
also excited to welcome a recent
addition to the lineup, Akenya.
On the topic of choosing groups
to bring to campus, Greenberg said,
“We try to find groups that are a
good fit for campus. Then we reach
out to their people and see if they
are available.” Many on-campus

News

Compiled by Stephanie Meyer

Democratic Republic of Congo
On Wednesday, May 16, the
Democratic Republic of Congo’s
health minister said that the
Ebola outbreak in the country has entered a “new phase”
after spreading to Wangata, a
city of 1.2 million people. This
new case is raising concerns
over the ability to control the
virus. As of Thursday, a total of
45 cases have been reported
and there have been 25 deaths.
Despite this, the World Health
Organization remains positive
about its ability to treat the
virus, stating that they “have
better tools than ever to combat
Ebola.” The UN agency is collaborating with other organizations to establish treatment and
isolation centers.
(CNN)

Chile
On Friday, May 18, all the
Catholic Bishops in Chile, which
included 31 active bishops and
three retired bishops, offered
to resign after Chile’s sex abuse
scandal. This followed a threeday emergency summit at the
Vatican to review the scandal.
Pope Francis organized the
summit after receiving a 2,300page report that investigated
the sexual abuse perpetrated
by Chilean priests. The report
revealed that the Bishop of
Osorno Juan Barros had knowingly covered up the abuses. In
May, Pope Francis met with the
victims of the Church abusers
and asked for their forgiveness. There is no indication of
whether or not Pope Francis
will accept the resignations.
(CNN)

United Kingdom
On Saturday, May 19, Prince
Harry and Ms. Meghan Markle
got married at St. George’s
Chapel. The newlyweds will be
known as the Duke and Duchess
of Sussex. The new Duchess
wore a simple and classically
styled dress designed by Clare
Waight Keller, the artistic director of Givenchy. More than 28
million people watched the
televised event worldwide. The
beloved new duchess is smashing several stereotypes being
American, biracial, a divorcee
and an actress. Because of this,
their wedding was a cause of
celebration for many, as it was
the most diverse royal wedding
in British history. The wedding
was applauded on social media
and many described the ceremony as an example of “black
excellence.”
(BBC)

groups also volunteer to perform
at LUaroo and add familiar color to
the musical lineup.
A grilled cheese truck will be
present for the festivities, offering
food for viewers.
For the first time, the Band
Booking Committee will be hosting
an afterparty in the Esch Hurvis
room on the second floor of the
Warch Campus Center after the festivities on Saturday, May 26. There
will be DJ sets, dancing and lots of
fun. All are invited.
The Band Booking Committee
also said on the topic of LUaroo,
“LUCC really values this kind of
event, and we think it is super
important that there is a studentorganized event like this to create
the kind of music scene we want on
campus. So, we are very lucky and
very excited!”
For more information as well
as exciting announcements about
the event, find the LUaroo events
on Facebook.

Brazil
On Saturday, May 19, dozens
of African refugees, believed
to be from Senegal, Sierra
Leone, Nigeria and Cape
Verde, were rescued by fisherman off the northern coast
of Brazil. The migrants are
believed to have been traveling 35 days at sea and many
of them had gone several days
without food and water. Two
Brazilians who were on the
boat and had allegedly been
paid to ferry the refugees
into the country illegally,
have been arrested. The rescued refugees are currently
receiving treatment and
will later be questioned by
Brazil’s navy. With European
countries strengthening their
borders, many refugees are
forced to seek elsewhere
to migrate. Increasingly,
Africans are finding refuge
in Latin America, specifically
Brazil. The refugees from
Sub-Saharan Africa are fleeing war and poverty.
(CNN)
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By Madeira Seaman

Fly on the Wall

MuchLove,LittleLady
By Celeste Reyes

“Catalyst”

By Tia Colbert
The
World
is
a
Disappointment.
Nicholas stares at the words
that snake down Luke’s arm. They
look elegant in this lighting, not at
all like Luke had done it himself
in a dimly lit basement. Nicholas’
dimly lit basement.
“You coming or not?” Nicholas’
heartbeat falls out rhythm, then
comes back faster than before. His
feet suddenly feel weighted to the
ground, and his stomach plummets as if he’s going down the first
drop of a rollercoaster. Is it excitement? Fear? Curiosity? Disgust?
His mind reels.
Nicholas thinks back to that
surreal day. In his basement,
middle of the summer. Anything
seemed possible, the power of the
entire universe within their grasp.
Look at what it had cost them.
Nicholas looks beyond Luke,
at the sky and mountain and buildings and trees and houses and
street lights and streets and people. He thinks about what “person”
has come to mean to him. What
his very personhood has come to
be redefined as. He thinks about
when it changed.
His basement was dusty, air
hazier than ever before. The sunlight filtered through the six square
windows was uncharacteristically

dim. The room was impossibly hot,
but it didn’t matter. Nicholas and
Luke’s attention was held rapt by
the purple light that had begun to
paint the walls.
“Dude,” Luke
breathed.
Nicholas kept quiet, but shared
wholly the excitement, amazement and triumph expressed in
the word. A summer’s worth of
work, and in this moment, they
would know if it had been worth it.
Now, three months later,
Nicholas wonders the same thing.
The late nights and hidden scars.
Secret celebrations, and louder
defeats. The close-calls. The disappointments. He thinks about
after that day. After he swore, and
pledged, and committed. About
how the world felt every bit as
familiar as foreign about when
the first Signs started showing.
He thinks about how it electrified
him that he had been the cause
of something. Of how it felt to
know that it was truly he and Luke
against this world, and any other
one that dared to come against
them.
Nicholas nods his head, even
though his stomach churns and his
heart leaps, and his feet attempt
to anchor him in place. “Of course
I’m coming.”

Horoscopes
By Simone Levy

Aries: Omaha is full of baby mommas.
Taurus: Stop quoting Vines all the time.
Gemini: Never let them see you sweat.
Cancer: The Weezer cover band is going to be a solo
project and that’s okay.
Leo: Stigmata isn’t always a bad sign. This time, take
it with a grain of Stevia.
Virgo: [Gay shaking]
Libra: Cool it on the lectures, straighty.
Scorpio: Nothing’s wrong, you just need some Old
Bay.
Sagittarius: Get with it or get lost.
Capricorn: Check your Farmville requests. We are
waiting.
Aquarius: But what if it was a frappe?
Pisces: She’s still for sale.

The LU Skew
ByClaireZimmerman
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Josh and Joe: Lawrence’s dynamic distance duo
Molly Doruska
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Junior Josh Janusiak and sophomore Joe Kortenhof are some
of the best distance runners
Lawrence has seen. Their list of
accomplishments from this season
alone would take a paragraph or
two. But what makes them special is not all of the extraordinary
things that they have done, but the
ordinary things that they do in an
extraordinary way.
Distance running is not something that you become good at
overnight,. Your current performance is a reflection of all of the
runs that you have put in before
over the course of many seasons
and many years. Both Janusiak and
Kortenhof describe what makes
a good distance runner in similar ways. Kortenhof says, “The one
thing that I think makes a great distance runner is the ability to force
yourself to do things that everything in your body is telling you not
to do. Forcing your body to push
itself as hard as it can go in a race
is part of this, but to me it’s more
about the lifestyle a runner has to
have to be successful. Rarely have
I ever woken up on Sunday morning at 8:30 and jumped out of bed
excited to go on a long run. It takes
a lot of mental effort to force myself
out of my bed, into my running
clothes and out the door, and it’s
not always fun. In the end, though,
it’s always worth it. The satisfaction and sense of accomplishment
I get after running is way higher
than an extra hour of sleep could
ever give me. To me, this ability to
overcome what your body thinks
that it wants in the moment – staying in bed – and instead do what
your mind knows will be the most
rewarding in the long run – getting
out of bed and running – is what it
takes to be a great distance runner.”
In a similar fashion, Janusiak
adds his own take on what it takes
to be a good distance runner saying, “I think that to be a great distance runner, you must first be
able to turn running into a lifestyle. You have to be able to run
consistently, every day, for years
and even decades. Since distance
running requires the ability to get
yourself out the door almost every
single day, I think that the best distance runners have to enjoy the act
of running itself. They run because
it makes them feel like better people spiritually, mentally, and physically. I think that the best distance
runners have fun while running
and realize that the act of running
is more valuable than just the fitness or even race times. They have
the ability to enjoy running while
they’re doing it, but also to recog-

nize its effects and to plan for the
long term.”
But Janusiak and Kortenhof
are not just good distance runners.
They are great distance runners.
Part of their greatness stems from
their ability to run together and
push each other to be their very
best. Distance running requires
putting in hundreds, even thousands of miles out on the road.
When you spend day in and day out
running together, a special bond
forms. Running can often be difficult as you push the human body
to its brink, and having a partner
in crime always seems to make the
dark times a little bit brighter.
The two of them are clearly special, and they each offer a
unique perspective on how the
other has helped them in their
own running career. Janusiak says,
“Joe and I became great friends
from the moment he arrived on
Lawrence’s campus. It was really
exciting for me to have another
training partner who was right at
my level. We also shared a lot of
the same ideologies about running.
For example, we both enjoyed the
intense feeling of contentment we
got after completing a long run in
the hot sun. It made us feel hopeful
about ourselves and about humanity in general – ‘Look what humans
can do when they set their minds
to it!’ We both shared a kind of
gentle competitiveness; one would
push or inspire the other to run
faster during a hard workout or
long run, but it was never one
against the other. We knew that we
shared the same goal, which was
to push our own bodies and minds
to be the strongest they could be.
When Joe passes me in a race or
workout, I don’t think, ‘I need to
beat him.’ Instead, I think, ‘Joe and I
ran the same workouts at the same
pace, so I should be able to stick
with him here too.’ There is a funny
kind of ‘competitiveness’ – more
like mutual inspiration – in our
lives as roommates and friends,
too. Sometimes I see Joe choose
to eat a healthy snack when I’m
craving processed foods and I opt
for the healthier choice, or Joe will
see me hydrating and he’ll realize
that he should be hydrating too
if he wants to do well in the hard
work out later that day.” Janusiak
continues on to add, “I think one
of the best things about having
Joe as a training partner is that he
never gets mad when he has a bad
day, but he’s always proud of me
and supportive when I do well. It’s
never weird when one of us beats
the other because we both know
that we are running for more than
just fast times. I really appreciate having a training partner and
friend who also values running for

the experience and not just for the
stats.”
Kortenhof echoes Janusiak,
saying, “No matter how much you
love running, it’s always hard to
run day after day all by yourself.
Having someone there to do it with
makes the experience so much
more enjoyable and so much more
valuable as well. Seeing Josh push
himself and accomplish all of the
amazing things that he has since
I came to Lawrence as a constant
reminder of why I run, and it helps
me to motivate myself to try and
do the same. Above anything else
though, I think that Josh has helped
me realize how running influences every other aspect of your life
in the most positive way possible,
even if it sometimes doesn’t feel
like it.”
Like any two people that
spend a lot of time together, they
do not always see eye to eye. As
teammates, the dynamic between
Janusiak and Kortenhof can be one
of the most entertaining things,

Student-Athlete Advisory (SAAC)
representative played a role in
announcing each award and their
respective winners. Some of them
tried to be funny and others kept it
simple, but all were fun to see get
up there and talk.
In the middle, to break up the
ceremony, there was a live jokes
competition where two teams of
random athletes got up to participate in reading off bad jokes to
each other and attempting not to
laugh. Some cracked early, and others survived quite a few hilarious
jokes.
Needless to say, it was a fun
night, and many athletes were recognized for their successes. Many
deserving athletes were nominated for awards, but only select
few were able to receive one. The

following are those who received
awards. Biggest Upset: Men’s and
Women’s Fencing Epee Squads;
Male Rookie of the Year: [freshman] Nicholas Jatta; Female
Rookie of the Year: freshman
Ceara Larson (Softball) and freshman Kenya Earl (Basketball); Iron
Vike: freshman Quinn Bingham
(Soccer), junior Rachel Urich
(Softball), junior Nolan Spencer
(Baseball), sophomore Joe Duero
(Basketball); Defensive Award:
senior Jake Gostisha (Football);
Best Individual Performance:
junior Josh Janusiak (Cross and
Track); Viking Award: senior
Lewis Berger (Soccer) and junior
Madeline MacLean (Softball); Most
Outstanding Play: senior Lane King
(Hockey) and sophomore Amanda
Karnatz (Softball); Breakthrough

“”

Junior Josh Janusiak (right) is preparing for to run at Nationals in the 10.000 meter run. His roommate and training partner, sophomore
Joe Kortenhof (left), has matched him every step of the way.
Photo by Spencer Washington.

I think one of the best things
about having Joe as a training
partner is that he never gets mad
when he has a bad day, but he’s
always proud of me and supportive when I do well.

Josh has helped me realize how
running influences every other
aspect of your life in the most positive way possible, even if it sometimes doesn’t feel like it.

- Josh on Joe

whether it be in a race or in their
room. When asked about their
friendship Kortenhof said, “Josh
and I have a very volatile friendship
at times, but I think that it’s held
together by a common set of values
that we both hold. We are very different people and that can result in
conflict a lot of the time, but I feel
like I know Josh on a level that I
don’t know many other people on.
I think that part of that comes from
running with Josh every day and
constantly being around him. I feel
that I can talk to him about things
that I couldn’t talk to anyone else
about and I think that that’s something really special.”
Janusiak offered his perspective. “Joe and I actually have some
very different values and dispositions, but we both completely endorse the fact that running
makes us healthier people in all
aspects of our lives. He is very
kind, calm, and easygoing, while I
am usually pretty loud and opinionated, even during runs. I pre-

- Joe on Josh
fer to be crazy and to laugh a lot
before races and workouts, but he
prefers to get into the zone on his
own. If Joe runs faster than me
in a race, then I will have to push
myself harder, and I will therefore
become a faster runner. If I run
faster than Joe in a race, then I still
have to push myself because I have
to worry that he could outkick me
at the end. One benefit of our closeness in terms of performance level
is that one of us always has one of
these mentalities, so we’re always
pushing each other.”
The two of them clearly have
something special, and it manifests
itself every time they blow away
the competition and the Lawrence
record books. While Kortenhof
has finished competing this year,
Janusiak races the 10,000 meter
run at the national championship
meet on Thursday, May 24th. This
marks the end of the outdoor track
season, but look for the two of
them to keep making history in the
years to come.

BLU Crew Awards honors year’s top perfomers

Madeline MacLean
Staff Writer

______________________________________

It is a rare occasion to catch
the athletes at Lawrence dressed
in nice attire instead of the classic
shorts, sweatpants, and a T-shirt
look. However, last Friday, every
athlete came together, dressed
up and honored those who have
shown outstanding accomplishment in athletics this year.
The third annual BLU Crew
Awards was hosted by senior
swimmer and track runner Eryn
Blagg and freshman basketball
player Kenya Earl. They opened
the evening with a funny video
of the two of them competing in
Lawrence Trivia, which of course
included some athetes inside jokes.
Following their introduction, each

Athlete of the Year: sophomore
Joe Kortenhof (Track); Give Back
Award: Softball; Best Rehab
Athlete: sophomore Liam Wulfman
(Swim); Best Win: Baseball; Bob
“Dinger” Wurdinger Award: Dave
Burrows; Coach of the Year: [head
hockey coach] Mike Szkodzinski
(Hockey); Female Athlete of the
Year: Ceara Larson (Softball) and
Kenya Earl (Basketball); Male
Athlete of the Year: senior Matt
Holliday (Baseball).
A special shout out goes to
Administrative Coordinator for
Athletics Abby Screnock. Without
her, this event wouldn’t have been
possible. It is her first year working in the Lawrence University
Athletics Department, and she
stepped up and coordinated
everything to make the BLU Crew

Awards happen. It was a stressful
process to get everything lined up,
but Screnock held down the fort
and took care of business. All of
the athletes at Lawrence appreciate her so much.
Another year has come and
gone in the athletics sphere. There
were moments of defeat and
moments of triumph. No matter
the end result of competition, a
family can always be seen within Lawrence Athletics. Returners
are already getting excited for next
season, and the seniors are reflecting on the four years of memories
they have accumulated through
their collegiate careers. It was a
great year. Let’s make next year
even better. As always, go Vikes!
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Athlete of the Term
Ceara Larson
By Arianna Cohen
For the final athlete of the week and my final column for this paper
before my graduation, I decided to honor an athlete who has stood out
among the crowd this term. Our athlete of the term is freshman softball
player Ceara Larson. Recently, Larson has been honored at the annual
BLU Crew awards as the co-rookie of the year as well as the co-female
athlete of the year, alongside freshman basketball sensation Kenya Earl.
Since she is only a freshman, I see great success in Ceara’s future. Best of
luck in the next three years!

STANDINGS
SOFTBALL
TEAM
MWC
Lake Forest*^ 17-1
Illinois*
15-3
Grinnell*
12-6
Cornell*
10-8
Ripon
10-8
Monmouth
9-9
St. Norbert
7-11
Lawrence
5-13
Knox
3-15
Beloit
2-16

Arianna Cohen: When you were honored at the BLU Crew awards for
co-rookie of the year as well as co-female athlete of the year, how did
that feel?
Ceara Larson: I was elated and a little shocked. I was honored and very
very thankful to be picked alongside Kenya among such great female
athletes.
AC: What was your biggest accomplishment this season?
CL: Even though we lost the game, I hit two home runs in our game
against Monmouth that tied and put us in the lead. The first home run
was among the farthest balls I have ever hit, and it felt great to be able
to help the team in such a big way.

*Clinched Spot in MWC
Tournament
^ MWC Champion

AC: What is something you’re looking forward to in the next three years?
CL: I am looking forward to learning more about the teams in our conference and making the necessary adjustments to be successful both as a
team and as an individual. My favorite part of playing is analyzing our
opponent. As you get to know your opponent and they get to know you,
the game gets more difficult but much more exciting.
AC: What goals do you have for yourself in these next three years?
CL: My biggest goal is to buy extra outs for the team by consistently
hitting the ball hard on offense to try to force errors, and on defense by
throwing the ball more to catch runners sleeping.
AC: Is there anyone you’d like to thank for your success?
CL: I would like to thank all of my previous travel ball coaches for
teaching me the fundamentals, my phenomenal batting coaches Brooke

Photo by Emei Thompson.

Banker and Jerry Cross for teaching me the little things and giving me a
wonderful softball community to be a part of, [head softball] Coach Kim
Tatro for talking me through situations and giving me the opportunity
to call pitches, my team for their immense support and for pushing me
to improve and [junior] Madeline MacLean for constantly talking about
the game with me, supporting me and hyping me up when I needed it.

SPECIAL THANKS TO SENIOR ATHLETE OF THE WEEK COLUMNIST AND SPORTS EDITOR
EMERITUS ARIANNA COHEN. ARIANNA GRADUATES THIS SPRING AFTER DETAILING THE
PERFORMANCES OF DOZENS OF LAWRENCE ATHLETES FOR THE LAWRENTIAN. ARIANNA ALSO
PLAYED VOLLEYBALL FOR THE VIKINGS WHERE SHE AMASSED 188 CAREER KILLS. BEST OF
LUCK ON BEHALF ON THE LAWRENTIAN AND ALL of THE ATHLETES AT LAWRENCE

Football in heat of Spring Training Camp
Kelli Quick
Staff Writer

______________________________________

For those of you who do not
play a sport at Lawrence: The
teams who do not have their season in the Spring partake in what
is called spring training. It is a
period where the athletes train in
order to maintain their fitness and
skills. This includes not only lifting, but actual practices as well.
I asked Head Football Coach Rob
McCarthy what he usually has the
athletes do during spring season,
and he said, “We work on technique, fundamentals, skill development, team building, conditioning and installing new schemes.”
However, I was also curious about
how preseason training differed
from the spring training, due to
the fact that during preseason the
sports teams tend to practice twice
a day and focus more on fitness in
order to get their athletes ready to
perform. The difference is that in
the spring, the football players do
not wear their pads or gear since
there is no physical contact. Also,
there is a limited amount of time
that the players are allowed to be
trained by their coach, unlike preseason, where the team practices
more and harder. Preseason occurs
for Football around two or two and
a half weeks before school starts,

meaning fall sports arrive on campus in the middle of August, whereas spring training happens at the
end of the year, so it is more about
reviewing. The whole team does
not have to be together, so they
can break off into their sections,
for example by having an offensive
meeting and a defensive one.
The football team recently
hired two new coaches, Assistant
Football Coach Cortez Carter, who
works with the defensive linebackers, and Assistant Football
Coach Jacob Iodence, who works
with the quarterbacks. Head coach
McCarthy stated that “Both the new
coaches brought a wealth of knowledge and great passion, energy and
enthusiasm to spring practice, as
did our whole coaching staff.” Like
most coaches, McCarthy sets goals
for his athletes to accomplish over
the summer. He says, “Our biggest
hope for our players over the summer is for them to weight train and
condition and come back to fall
camp in great shape.” Having an
athlete maintain their shape over
the summer is crucial, especially
if you are a fall athlete, because if
you do not come back in shape, the
team will fall behind and will have
to focus on conditioning instead of
technical work, which could mean
the difference of making it to conference or not.

OVR
29-11
26-12
24-14
27-21
16-20
20-16
11-21
11-23
8-26
5-33

To conclude this interview I
asked McCarthy what he was looking forward to for next season, he
responded by saying, “We had a
very young team last year with a
number of sophomores and freshman contributing. While we will
miss our seniors a great deal, we
are excited to see what this young
group can do next season and
excited about getting some players back who missed much of last
year because of injury and looking
forward to our juniors stepping up
as leaders.”
In order to get another perspective on howW spring training went I interviewed one of the
athletes, Shawn McCandlish, a rising sophomore, on the football
team. He said that “Spring ball is
going extremely well, and I believe
that our team has improved a lot
because of it. We have been very
productive, with the team learning
and relearning our basics as well
as how to run our schemes.” I then
proceeded to ask McCandlish if he
had any goals for himself for preseason or for over the summer, and
he said that, “During preseason my
goals were to improve my skills,
as well as to play in games. I did
accomplish those goals, as I feel
that I got better throughout the
season and played a significant
part in several games for my posi-

tion. I would still like to improve
my skills in preparation for next
season. Another one of my goals is
to start next season.”
Every team has its ups and
downs, so I asked McCandlish
what he believed to be the football team’s greatest weakness
and strength of this past season.
McCandlish said, “I believe that our
biggest problem last season was
conditioning and discipline. Hard
work and determination can help
solve these problems, as well as the
team mindset.” For their strength,
he said, “Brotherhood. Our team
believes in ourselves and believes
in each other. This allows us to be
able to do our jobs while being
able to trust that our brothers will
do their jobs.” Like most athletes,
McCandlish aspires to get better,
which will only come through challenges and hard work. I asked him
what he is looking forward to for
next year, and his response can be
summed up by one word: determination. “I’m looking forward to the
challenge of next season. Nothing is
ever certain, but I believe that our
team will be ready for whatever
comes our way.” May his willpower inspire other athletes to push
themselves and their teammates
to be the best that they can be. And
with that, get some rest, work hard,
and have a great summer!

MEN’S TENNIS
TEAM
MWC
OVR
Grinnell*
8-0
22-4
Lake Forest* 7-1
14-8
Lawrence*
6-2
12-9
Monmouth* 4-4
6-13
St. Norbert
4-4
9-9
Illinois
3-5
8-9
Cornell
3-5
5-14
Ripon
1-7
1-15
Knox
0-8
0-15
*Clinched Spot in MWC
Tournament
BASEBALL
North Division
TEAM
MWC
St. Norbert*
11-5
Lawrence*
8-8
Ripon
7-9
Beloit
6-10

OVR
22-13
15-19
12-20
20-18

South Division
Monmouth*
14-6
25-12-1
Grinnell*
13-6
16-20
Cornell
10-9
17-21
Illinois
8-11
18-17
Knox
3-16
11-24
*Clinched Spot in MWC
Tournament

Standings are courtesy of
www.midwestconference.org
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Alumni Angle: Susie Kane ‘72 and David Blowers ‘82
Tashi Haig
Columnist

_________________________________________________

As Spring Term comes to a close, Susie Kane
’72 prepares to conclude her time as Lawrence
University’s Chair of the Board. Effective July 1,
2018, David Blowers ’82 will take the helm, preceded and guided by an influential procession of
alumni. Kane and Blowers reflect on their time at
Lawrence – what a top-notch liberal arts education
has provided them, how they have given back to the
community, and what the future has in store as they
occupy new roles.
Susie Kane, born and raised in Oshkosh,
was influenced by her mother, an alumnus of the
Milwaukee Downer College, to attend Lawrence
after the schools had merged in 1963. While pursuing a major in religion, Kane’s experiences working
in the Lawrence community unwittingly set her on
a path in life which would eventually result in her
return to Lawrence as a board member and, later,
Chair.
“One of the things that’s interesting about life
[is] how you try to figure out what you’re good at or
what you might enjoy doing,” Kane began, and went
on to tell the story of how she became passionate
about best practice and processes within community groups. “I was a dorm counselor and I had someone … who was in my section who had a problem
with the honor council. And I didn’t feel that she’d
been given information about the process for that.
So I went to complain about that, saying, ‘We don’t
have due process here. This is what you say, but
this isn’t what you’ve done,’ and that’s how I ended
up on Honor Council.” From that time on, Kane has
worked diligently within groups to maintain fairly
run organizations.
After graduating, Kane went through secretarial
school in Boston, worked in a law firm and later in
marketing and sales for the William Underwood
Company. Kane eventually became a stay-at-home
mom to raise a family with her husband, John, maintaining an avid and active role in committee governance all the while.
Over the years, Kane served on the board of
a need-based scholarship foundation, the parish
council, the PTA and the arts council for the public
school system, to name a few. Remaining connected
to Lawrence as well through communication, donations and volunteering, Kane was soon recognized
as someone with excellent governance and organizational skills by the board, and was offered a spot
in 2004. Kane served the board in various capacities, from acting as chair of the board of trustees, to

secretary and vice president of the board, until she
came into office as the official Chair of the Board.
Looking back, Kane said, “It’s been wonderful
to serve Lawrence … I love the institution, I love the
people here, I love the board members and I enjoy
all the faculty members I’ve met [and] all the administrators.”
Though Kane’s time as Chair is coming to a
close, she plans to remain as Past Chair for three
years before retiring from the board. Meanwhile,

has expressed great confidence in him. “Dave has
been vice chair for the past few years, so he’s been
involved … He’s a great guy, he’s going to do a wonderful job.”
Soon to be the new Chair of the Board, David
Blowers ’82 shows a keen interest in working with
and giving back to the Lawrence community. Having
come to Lawrence on a football scholarship, Blowers
was able to complete a major in government while
also working during the off-season at Sears.

David Blowers ‘82 and Susie Kane ‘72.
Photos courtesy of Lawrence University.

Kane plans to continue working alongside her husband with an internship opportunity the couple
has created for Lawrence students by bringing two
students each winter break to work with them
in Boston for charter schools affiliated with the
Knowledge Is Power (KIP) program.
This internship allows Lawrence students an
opportunity to experience real work in education,
while also exposing KIP students to Lawrence as a
potential next step in their education. “It’s been a
collaboration for husband and wife, both of us are
passionate about education and passionate about
helping students,” Kane said, mentioning that she
will continue working to expose as many different
schools as possible to Lawrence in order to bring
fresh faces and perspectives to campus.
Kane will stay on the board to help her successor David Blowers with the transition, but she

“I was a financial aid kid,” Blowers explained.
“That’s also why at this stage of my life I feel that
it’s so important to give back in terms of time and
involvement on the board but also to give back in
terms of supporting schools financially.” Blowers
has been successful in his goals, raising funds for the
renovation of the Banta Bowl, working on the 25th
reunion gifts committee and remaining involved on
board committees throughout the years.
Blowers spoke to the continually positive
growth of Lawrence as a community since first
he came as a student, and expressed admiration
for the dedicated and involved student body here.
“When I first joined the board, I got to learn about
the Sustainable Lawrence University Garden, and I
said, ‘When I was here, we were the slugs!’” Blowers
joked, though he himself had served as captain of the
football team for two years and worked on the LUCC

from other people that I could carry with me to wear
and to have as memories.”
When it came down to Cook pinning a label
on her own style, words like “assortment,” “hodgepodge” and “hot mess” were immediately thrown in
the mix. Cook attempted to put her style into words,
stating, “I like bold patterns and I like to mix patterns that shouldn’t go together. Of course I like a lot
of vintage too. I used to be so into the ‘80s. I have so
many shoulder pads hidden away. But now I think
I just mix a lot of eras together into some sort of
hodgepodge.”
For Cook, her hodgepodge style has never been
about making sense or assembling an outfit that is
simply pretty for the sake of being pretty. She boasts
happily that her clothes are for herself. Cook doesn’t
always want to look beautiful.
That being said, she still puts time and effort
into assembling every piece of her outfit. Cook
compared how carefully she assembles her outfit
to how carefully you’d assemble a museum exhibit.
She stated, “Putting together my outfits is sort of
like curating an art exhibit. You can’t just throw art
up on a wall and just put it on display, you have to
think about it. The same goes for how I put together
my outfits.”
This exhibition-approach to assembling a look
demands Cook’s sleep schedule to take the backseat to her creative process. Cook stated, “I wake
up obnoxiously early so that I can figure out how
I feel in a day and to be able to find some clothes
that work with whatever headspace that is. My daily
outfits are definitely a case by case thing. If I were
to plan my outfits in advance, I might wake up and

realize I am not that same person anymore. Who
was she? I don’t know! It’s an identity crisis every
morning.”
Sitting on top of Cook’s bookshelf, hidden but
plainly displayed among other trinkets is a nicesized plate with the dutiful face of Jesus Christ
painted plainly on it. This plate is just the beginning
of Cook’s interest in this religious figure.
When asked about the plate, Cook stated, “I am
a huge fan of Jesus. I am not religious and I didn’t
grow up religious, but I read a lot of religious texts
out of interest. And at school in England I had to take
religious studies. Jesus is just a dope figure. The concept of this black Jewish guy roaming around with
other homeless people is awesome. He inspires me,
Jesus is my homeboy.”
Not only does Cook display her love for Christ
in her dorm, but also in the clothes she wears. Cook
stated, “I wear rosaries. I have always admired them
but was apprehensive towards wearing them. I
reached a point where I understood enough about
Christianity to where it didn’t feel weird for me to
do. I love the symbolism behind them. I’ve never
had someone come up to me about it or be bothered
by it, which initially surprised me. I also know that
I wouldn’t wear these if I didn’t know enough about
the symbolism, it’s a very conscious thing.”
Cook thinks that every religion offers so much
to all people that you can benefit from them even if
you don’t practice the religion personally. Cook said,
“There’s a lot to be taken from religion that doesn’t
have to be institutional. I mean, people can even just
practice faith and not be a part of the church and
that’s a cool concept. It doesn’t have to be institu-

board along with maintaining a job and studies.
“Lawrence has always been an important part
of the Appleton community and for Fox Valley
Lawrence has been a cultural outlet, but I feel that
there’s just a much more cohesive and collaborative
relationship between the college and the broader
community ... and it also involves our students doing
important volunteer work in the community and
so that seems to be so much more pronounced and
healthy than it was when we were here.” Blowers
continued.
Though Blowers has held the same job at
Northern Trust for 35 years since he graduated
Lawrence in 1982, he has travelled extensively with
his family and remained involved in several other
organizations. Blowers has already been on the
board for 8 years and feels that he is following in the
footsteps of great leadership.
“I think we have a very strong, diverse board
that brings a variety of perspectives and vantage
points, and I think we have good dialogue and
healthy debate and people who give a lot of time and
energy to trying to make Lawrence a better place,”
Blowers stated.
As Blowers prepares to step up to the role of
Board Chair, he emphasized how important the position is to him. “It’s a very personal thing, this is not
about ego. There’s a lot of other things I could be
doing with my time but it’s very personal to be able
to pay it forward in this way, because a lot of people
did that for me, otherwise I wouldn’t be able to go
to school here.”
Blowers’ finishing thoughts on occupying the
position of Chair of the Board exemplified just how
deeply he feels about maintaining a close relationship with the college community. “No matter what
kinds of things you’re involved in and no matter how
much you give in terms of time, talent or treasure,
you always get more back,” Blowers stated.
Blowers gave an example of one of the joys of
being involved with the community by discussing
his anticipation for attending the class of 2018’s
graduation ceremony in June.
“Being able to go to graduation in a couple of
weeks and see kids that you’ve known since they
were freshmen graduating and ready to launch
and go on and do great things in the world, and
then they’ll be back in a position where I am someday paying it forward to the next generation of
Lawrentians – that is really what it’s all about for
me.”

Up-Clothes and Personal: Genevieve Cook

Katie Mueller
Columnist

_________________________________________________

I have wildly cared about clothing my whole life.
From spending hours of my childhood afternoons putting together outfits, to ceaselessly chopping up skirts
and dresses to make my own creations, I spent a lot of
my childhood thinking about clothing. My identity has
largely, and unknowingly, been represented through
clothes. Through this column, I hope to showcase my
fellow Lawrentians’ understands of clothing, dissecting the nuts and bolts of what personal style is, and
seeking out stories about how identity informs style
and how the reverse also functions. Style is about so
much more than just clothes. It is one of the most visual ways we pronounce our own identities.
Freshman and editor of this Features section
Genevieve Cook has always had an eye for encompassing all of her interests into her style. From her
fascination with the color yellow to her love of the
life of Jesus Christ, all of Genevieve’s passions play a
role in the clothes she wears every day.
Cook’s perspectives on style started taking
shape when she moved to England. At the age of
ten, Cook moved there with her family. This move
instilled in Cook a sentimental value of clothing and
what pieces remind her of.
Cook stated, “As I got older, I got more conscious
of where my pieces were coming from, whether they
were from my grandma or my dad or a friend gave
them to me. Being separated from my family and
friends in England made my clothes mean more to
me. It was important for me to have bits and pieces

tional.”
In Cook’s eyes, parts of religion can be shared
with everyone. Cook stated, “On one hand there are
rituals and symbols that are most important to the
people practicing the faith. It’s sacred and deeply
spiritual in a way that all people won’t necessarily
connect with. But on the other hand if people are
able to learn from and appreciate aspects of the religion, there’s no reason that they shouldn’t be able
to express that and to learn more for themselves.
Who’s to say that that is not a form of faith that they
haven't realized yet? At the end of the day, we made
these symbols to explore life. Shouldn’t everyone
be able to do that? It’s a human experience worth
sharing.”
From her shoulder pads to her rosaries, at the
end of the day Cook is looking to wear clothes for
herself. Cook stated, “My style isn’t about drawing
attention to me, that’s not what I am into. It’s all for
me. It’s bold for me to feel comfortable in my body.
If I am going to have to live in my body then I want
it to be a space that I enjoy. It’s a lot more personal
than it is presentational.”
If you’re interested in being a part of this project, please feel more than free to contact me at
katherine.a.mueller@lawrence.edu to set up a time
for an interview.
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New student organisation promotes life extension
David Baldwin
Staff Writer

_________________________________________________

On Wednesday, May 16, a new student organization met for the last time this year in the Runkel
Room on the fourth floor of the Warch Campus
Center. Among the topics discussed at the meeting
were how new technology is developed, the economics of medicine and research and the ethical,
economic and societal ramifications of keeping people alive for a very long time.
Life Extension Advocacy (LEA) is an organization that not only works to prolong life, but also tries
to extend the length of a person’s life that they are
healthy for, their “healthspan.” The idea behind this
mission is that most medical problems are caused by
the breakdown over time of various body systems.
If we can understand those processes and slow
or stop them, then we can potentially have people
not only live for vastly longer periods of time,but
they can be active members of society for much
more of that time. This may sound like science fiction, but for Lawrence freshman Hari Kalsi, the
founder and President of LEA, it is very real.
“The current way that we’re dealing with aging
from a medical perspective is that we create drugs
and therapies that try to stop the damage of aging
like statins and cholesterol, but the issue is they
don’t actually repair the damage from aging,” he
said, citing statistics on the large number of people who die every day from aging-related illnesses,
which account for about 2 in 3 deaths every day.
“With regenerative medicine, we not only stop the
damage from the aging process but we also help
repair it.”
Regenerative medicine is a branch of transla-

President and founder of LEA Hari Kalsi.
By David Baldwin.

tional medicine, or medicine that is based on the
translation of genetic information into functional
proteins that the body needs. Regenerative medicine
focuses on using translational medicine and molecular biology techniques for the repair and rebuilding
of those body systems that break down with aging.
This kind of technology is also one of the
main kinds of advancements that LEA and their
affiliated organizations the Life Extension
Advocacy Foundation (LEAF) and the Strategies
for Engineering Negligible Senescence Research
Foundation (SENS) work towards and advocate for.
Kalsi points to several technologies in this area

that are showing tremendous promise in clinical trials on humans. One such technology is a new class of
drugs called senolytics that remove dead cells from
the body that the immune system doesn’t dispose of
efficiently as we age.
“Their presence causes many problems, including impairing tissue repair and increasing inflammation, and is linked with the progression of osteoarthritis, atherosclerosis, cancer and other agerelated diseases,” says the Life Extension Advocacy
Foundation on their website, leafscience.org.
According to Kalsi, many therapies like these
are not well funded by the pharmaceutical industry

because of increased risk, so LEA and LEAF try to
build partnerships with venture capitalists in order
to provide the necessary resources.
In addition to promoting research into new
technology and therapies, LEA also tries to combat
ageism and the idea that there’s nothing we can do
about aging.
“There’s a lot of different forms of ageism. One
of those is where doctors and nurses will just be like,
‘This is a totally natural part of aging for you to have
a wound that will never close. That’s just something
that’s a part of aging, and we’re not going to spend
time addressing that. Instead we’re going to give you
something to try and make your life more comfortable.’ That’s really not an efficient approach, that’s
not an ethical approach and that’s not something
that we want to do in the future,” Kalsi said.
These new kinds of technologies around aging
can often raise the question of whether or not it is
ethical to have the ability to live forever given the
current problems of overpopulation, as well as how
therapies could be used and how they might impact
society. LEA does their best to address these questions too.
“LEAF has an entire section of their organization devoted to addressing these potentially ethically problematic issues,” Kalsi said, “We do not shy
away from [the consequences of extending life], and
we are sure to address that.” He also pointed to articles and resources on the LEAF website, leafscience.
org, that discuss these issues.
For anyone interested in getting involved with
LEA, they are done with meetings for this year, but
students are welcome to email Hari Kalsi to find out
about opportunities in the future, including some
opportunities to get involved over the summer.

Injustice in the justice system
Sophie Dion-Kirschner
For the Lawrentian

_________________________________________________

The destruction of immigrant families, the degradation of women, the devastation of the environment: these only begin the tally of issues debated
by students. One system that has received a lot of
recent attention in the media is the criminal justice
system.
The name has become a mockery – a system
that set out to uphold the ideals of society has
become as morally perilous as the criminals it prosecutes.
One instance of this is seen in the system’s
treatment of juveniles. There are discrepancies in
the way the courts describe how and when children
ought to be tried in court, and how they actually are.
The supreme court recognized that the immature brains of children are not as equipped for
impulse control as an adult brain is, and that the
defendant is therefore “categorically less culpable
than the average criminal,” outlawing capital punishment for minors as a consequence.
However, despite this realization that children
cannot be held to the same standards as adults,
the only sentencing behavior to change was capital
punishment; many of the other convictions treating
juveniles as adults have persisted.
Encouraged by congressional incentives, states
have been increasing the ease with which minors
can be tried as adults. And although governmental
policies often argue that trying minors as adults
is done for the safety of the child or society, statistics throw an abhorrent perspective on the matter:
87.6% of the juveniles tried as adults are minorities.
The supposed interest in the welfare of both the
juvenile and society are consequently being used
to pervade the justice system with racial injustice.
Other inequalities are also targeted by the sentencing of juvenile defendants as adults. Both in the
juvenile and adult justice systems, mental illness is
misunderstood and mistreated.
An angry or destructive outburst from children
recovering from past trauma or abuse is enough to
land them in detention, resulting in a “sexual abuseto-prison pipeline” for many females. In some states,
even minor offenses like skipping school due to anx-

iety is enough to warrant judicial action.
But whatever mental struggles a minor goes to
jail with, those can be compounded or exacerbated
while in the system. The practice of solitary confinement is so destructive to mental health, humanitarians worldwide vie for its prohibition worldwide.
Although some courts have conceded, the
implementations of such bans are spotty at best.
New York, for instance, has outlawed solitary confinement for sentenced juveniles. However, its use
continues in some of those same systems for juveniles prior to conviction.
Some minors have been held in solitary confinement for four months. The mental stress such
a situation puts on a child is unimaginable and
abominable.
This article has barely begun to outline the inequity faced by juveniles in the justice system. It would
take an encyclopedia to enumerate all the injustices
faced by children. But perhaps a better question
than what all of the injustices are would be what it
would take to address them.
The list of opportunities to support children
through the trauma of this society is lengthy, but
the organizations struggle with a lack of resources,
namely, a lack of volunteers.
The Volunteer Center recruits tirelessly to create a stronger workforce, but the impact that agencies such as Court Appointed Special Advocates,
LARY Buddies, and VITAL can make is still limited
by the number of people devoted to making change
happen.
Lawrentians vocalize their ideals profusely,
lamenting the injustices in society. But despite all
the noise, classes, athletics, recreational and social
activities have remained a priority. It is time for students to live in such a way that their efforts reflect
their opinions.

/Lawrentian

@TheLawrentian

@The_Lawrentian
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Final Wind Ensemble
concert moves audience

Jay MacKenzie

Staff Writer
______________________________________

Fin
Izzy Yellen
Columnist

________________________

The music at Lawrence has
changed a lot in my four years covering it, and at this point in time,
most artists would benefit from a
reminder and reflection of its stages in the past years. Although the
scene has undoubtedly changed
since before my arrival, I believe
Lawrence is at a standstill where
it is lacking one of its most distinct qualities – a music scene that
embraces all sorts of creativity, and
a prominence of it. There are still
plenty of good components now –
probably more than many colleges
have – but experiencing all the art
that existed when I was a first year
was something that inspired me
greatly. I hope others can have that
opportunity.
Throughout my time here, I
have had the honor and privilege to
share my thoughts on about 70 student and faculty performances and
releases, 50 albums, 20 visiting artists and 10 non-Lawrence reviews
and reflections. My first column,
Musical Endeavors Outside The
Conservatory, ran for part of my
sophomore year before changing
to Meditations on Music, allowing me to cover music beyond
campus bands. I have experienced
the music scene’s evolution, seen
friends that I covered during their
undergrad continue their art,
heard longstanding bands grow,
immersed myself in the rich folk
and improvisation communities in
Appleton, been able to write about
an unfathomable wide variety of
art and can wholeheartedly say I
learned from each event.
The music that resonated with
me, that brought me to tears, that
filled me with pride, that pulled me
in and showed me why I do what I
do, that inspired me to write and to
play – all of it has left an impact on
me, shaping the way I hear music
in any context, before or after each
experience.
I have witnessed the music
scene here expand, dissolve and
lie stagnant in waves. Before I get
too sentimental, it is important to
share the main purpose of this final
column – the preservation, birth
and rebirth of music on campus.
My freshman year, there were
one or two shows nearly every
weekend, with a few bands playing
at each. The music ranged from hiphop to singer-songwriter to grindcore and beyond. There were many
venues to play at, and listeners all
across campus were exposed on
a regular basis to art unknown to
them. There were shortcomings, as
the bands were mostly made up of
Con students, but overall, the scene
was cherished. This was a fairly
unique thing for a college and one
of my favorite aspects of Lawrence
the first two years here.
Unfortunately, venues were
and are continuing to be torn
down, students with solid bands
graduated, groups disappeared
and the scene was thrown into a
cycle of being bummed about a lack
of venues and letting the Lawrence
business diminish music outside of

credited ensembles. I do not think
the current students are unmotivated to create bands – I have seen
some pop up the past two years –
but there is a lack of a certain spirit
that was present during my beginnings here. Nowadays, many students do not know what was once
here. Aside from my class and the
junior class who caught the tail end
of it, most have just heard stories,
if that. It has become somewhat of
a myth, but I will do my best to let
those stories live on.
I want to use this column to
light a fire. There is no way to
sum up everything I have heard on
campus, but digging back into my
writing and other arts and entertainment articles will give you a
glimpse of the ever-changing scene
– and you should not be disheartened by it but excited! There is so
much talent here, and I know so
many people are capable of creating groups that can really take
off at Lawrence and beyond, but
sometimes a little kick needs to
happen. This is not just for Con students. College students, disregard
the barrier that is too often put up
and continue making your music
and sharing it. I have heard and
seen many of you do so and would
love to hear even more.
Find outlets – sure, venues are
being taken away, but get creative.
Sign out atypical rooms around
campus, throw impromptu shows,
embrace any way of getting music
to an audience. Release recordings – I guarantee people want to
hear what you are doing, so show
them. Play for fun – just play. Get
together with friends or do solo
stuff because just creating to create
and for the fun of it will bring you
to places you sometimes cannot
plan to go to.
This is all easier said than
done, I know, but look back and
then look forward. You are all artists who have something to say.
Lawrence can be such a nurturing
environment for your music.
I am getting chills knowing
this will be the last thing I write for
The Lawrentian – a goofy, imperfect, and above all, wonderful publication – and I want to end with
my gratitude to all of you. Thank
you to my editors: Devin Ross,
Lizzy Weekes, McKenzie Fetters,
Ali Shuger and Bridget Bartal.
Thank you to all of Lawrence’s
music; thank you to all of the nonLawrence music; and thank you to
my readers. I have loved writing
for all of you and am extremely
indebted to you for your support
and what you have created.

On Saturday, May 19, the
Lawrence
University
Wind
Ensemble played its final concert
of the school year. LUWE is composed of Lawrence’s top wind,
brass and percussion musicians,
and it is directed by Kimberly-Clark
Professor of Music and Director of
Bands Andy Mast.
I immediately noticed the
stage was empty, and the Wind
Ensemble was stationed around
the upper balcony. When the concert began, I immediately understood why they made this choice.
Their opening selection was
“Springtime Madrigal” by Claude
Le Jeune. Le Jeune lived in the 16th
century, and accordingly, his music
instantly brought to mind the regalia of a medieval European palace
or garden.
It began with an exquisite
trumpet solo performed by sophomore Ricardo Jimenez. Other voices began to join in, creating a counterpoint that was reminiscent of a
Bach fugue. Once the whole ensemble entered, I was blown away. I felt
immersed in an ocean of sound.
The positioning of the musicians

meant that the closest voices were
only a few feet away, while those
further away faded into the mix. I
could better hear individual parts
and how they fit into the composition as a whole.
After returning to the
stage, the group continued with
“Mythology Suite” by Stacy Garrop.
Each movement of this piece was
intended to evoke a scene or event
from ancient mythology. The first
movement featured the Morse
code signal for “SOS” as a rhythmic
motif, which sounded similar to
the famous rhythm from “Mars”
in Gustav Holst’s “The Planets.”
Further invoking Holst, the music
was extremely dramatic, filled with
massive crescendos and violentsounding percussion.
The Ensemble’s next selection
was the “Concerto for Bassoon and
Band” by Gordon Jacob. The soloist was junior Stuart Young, who
was the Winner of the 2018 Wind
Ensemble Concerto Competition.
The concerto was upbeat and energetic with a classic British style.
Young’s performance was emotive and confident. Near the end
of the third movement, the music
gave way to an incredibly fast and
technical cadenza, which Young
played flawlessly. He was given a

well-deserved round of raucous
applause afterward.
After a brief intermission,
the Ensemble played “Symphony
in B-flat,” by Paul Hindemith.
Conductor Mast remarked that the
piece is one of the most classic
works for a wind band. To illustrate why, he asked the audience
to listen for a technique used by
Hindemith in which two different
melodies are introduced at the
beginning of each movement, and
then slowly blended until they are
played together at the end of the
movement.
Before the concert concluded
with a performance of John Phillip
Sousa’s “Stars and Stripes Forever”
march, Mast called the Ensemble’s
graduating seniors to the front of
the stage to congratulate each of
them. The concert program included a brief profile of each senior,
listing their post-grad plans and
favorite memories of their time
in Wind Ensemble. This was a fun
send-off and final romp for the
seniors, and as is tradition, the
flute and brass line stood up to
belt out the second rendition of
its famous melody. I’m sure this
concert will be memorable for the
soon-to-be graduates as they prepare to leave Lawrence.

Lawrence University Wind Ensemble performs onstage in the Chapel.
Photo by Taylor Blackson.

Book Review
“Ordinary Beast”
Ali Shuger

Editor-in-Chief

______________________________________

Poet, writer, teacher and
Executive Director at Cave Canem
Foundation Nicole Sealey, in her
first book, lends clarity to such
inscrutable topics as death, memory, love and loss. Constructing
voices of drag queens (as in her
“Legendary” poems), maintaining a fluid persona through everchanging perspectives and often
borrowing words and forms from
other poets, she shows her ability to speak about these themes
from many angles. The sestina, the
sonnet, the erasure poem and the
poet’s own invented form – the
Obverse – are all present in the
pages of “Ordinary Beast,” as well
as one extraordinary cento – a
100-line poem comprised entirely
of lines by other poets. Ordinary
Beast as a whole reads like this as
well; it is a collection of many parts
brought together through Sealey’s
mastery of lyricism and technique.

In an interview with Hope
Wabuke for Shondaland.com,
Sealey describes one of her favorite aspects of poetry: “I love that
poetry is drawn from the collective
but colored by the individual. I love
that poets access a literary tradition greater than ourselves. I may
write in seclusion, but my poems
are in fellowship with the millennia
behind and beyond me.” Not only
are Sealey’s feelings evident in her
technique of uniting miscellaneous
parts to create something cohesive,
but also in the book’s focus on history as a unifying force. “Ordinary
Beast” opens with “Medical
History,” a poem which describes
exactly that: “My mother has, my
mother’s mother had, / asthma. My
father had a stroke. [...] Cousin Lilly
died / from an aneurysm. Aunt
Hilda, a heart attack.” History, in
this poem, becomes destiny; the
speaker is intimately, inescapably
tied to her family’s history through
her body. The history and legacy
of racism are also inescapable in
this manuscript, with reminders

present throughout in poems like
“Candelabra with Heads” (“Can you
see them hanging? [...] Who can see
this and not see lynchings?”) and
“It’s not Fitness, it’s a Lifestyle”
(“I’m waiting for a white woman /
in this overpriced Equinox / to mistake me for someone other / than a
paying member”). Even the ways in
which Sealey reworks traditional
poetic forms can be seen as a way
of commenting on poetry’s past.
Sealey concludes her interview with Wabuke by saying, “I am
a black woman poet, which situates me in a tradition that includes
Gwendolyn Brooks and Rita Dove
and June Jordan and Tracy K. Smith
and Phillis Wheatley [...] This is my
inheritance.” “Ordinary Beast” certainly reflects this; Sealey’s careful
appropriation of other poets’ work
and of history ultimately provides
us with something completely
new: a culmination where multiple
angles combine to give a real sense
of clarity about some of life’s loftiest concerns.
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Spring Opera Scenes wrap up the year
Carl Johnson

Staff Writer
______________________________________

Each year, Lawrence’s vocal
department puts on three different
operatic performances: Fall Opera
Scenes, a winter opera and Spring
Opera Scenes. I had the pleasure
of attending the spring scenes for
my first time this year. I regret to
say that I was only able to stay for
about an hour of the scenes. While
I got to see the first two scenes, I
wasn’t able to get the big picture
of the performance. As a result, I’ll
only discuss the first hour, though
I hope my review will encourage
you to attend future operatic performances at Lawrence.
The first selection was the
fourth and fifth scenes from Act 1
of Mozart’s “Così fan tutte” accompanied on piano by junior Craig
Jordan. The scene started with two
women waiting for their fiancés.
They are surprised to find their
friend, Don Alfonso, who tells them
that their fiancés won’t be arriving because they have been called
off to war. The two persuade Don
Alfonso to bring the men over, and
they sing a tearful goodbye. Overall,

the scene gave the impressions of a
sad and heartfelt goodbye and a
meditation on going off to war. The
plot was punctuated by moments
of comic relief from Don Alfonso,
who held a picture frame in front
of both of the couples during the
scene.
The second selection was
comprised of scenes from Act 2 of
Handel’s “Serse.” Director of Opera
Studies and Associate Professor of
Music Copeland Woodruff briefly spoke before this selection to
explain the context of these scenes,
simply stating, “It’s a lot.” The plot
is a convoluted story with many
different overlapping love interests. Woodruff explained that the
very nature of the plot called for a
lot of gender bending. For example,
the role of King Serse was played
by senior Nicolette Puskar. In addition, one character disguised herself as a man, while another disguised himself as a woman selling
flowers. The result is a very confusing and comical set of scenes. My
favorite moment of this selection
was the character Elviro’s entrance
from the back as he sang about
selling flowers in a clearly fake
and exaggerated falsetto. These

Dramatic opera scenes pictured onstage.
Photo by Nidi Garcia.

roles covered an extremely wide
range, from funny to heartfelt and
from tragic to triumphant. Overall,

I thought my first exposure to
Lawrence’s opera scenes was a
satisfying end to this year’s operatic season. I am looking forward

to seeing more opera at Lawrence
under the direction of Copeland
Woodruff.

IGLU and Sol Studios broach major topics
Isobel Abbott-Dethrow

Staff Writer
______________________________________

On Monday, May 21, the
Improvisation Group of Lawrence
University (IGLU) had their final
performance of the year. The group
collaborated with SOL Studios,
performing improvised hip-hop
and dance. Before the show began,
IGLU Director and Instructor of
Music Matt Turner got up to say
that he had always wanted to do
a hip-hop show with IGLU. 2004
was the last time IGLU had a rapper in the group, but upon hearing sophomore Daniel Green and
other members of SOL Studios, he
planned a term project focused on
hip-hop improvisation.
The performers were itching
with excitement before the show
began – lightly humming, playing with instruments or tapping
their feet. The prelude started with
junior Joe Dennis and sophomore
Wasonu Allen at the microphone
and freshman Isabella Andries on
piano. Two dancers took the stage,
slowly moving with the mellow
piano in the background. Dennis
continued to hum, while Allen told
the audience, “If you close your
eyes, you can see your dreams right
in front of you.” Dennis suddenly
began to beatbox, changing the
performance’s tempo entirely.
After the prelude’s end, the
ranging talent of IGLU and SOL studios was exhibited through varying
string, wind and percussion instruments taking control, along with

IGLU and Sol Studios collaborate during an end of the year performance.
Photo by Julia Balestri.

rap vocals that all worked cohesively together. One section that
stood out to me was when junior
Jacques Fehr began to rap. The
seriousness in his voice relayed a
message, even in the brief and simple lyric, “Why lie?” Green rapped
along with Fehr, saying, “Love and
no hate,” into a telephone filtering his voice. There was a brief
moment of awkwardness when
Fehr asked, “Does someone want to
put a beat on?” while the music was

fading, but afterwards, the show
became more upbeat.
This intensified yet smooth
speed, accompanied with senior
Bernard Lilly and Green’s change in
roles of vocals, piano or percussion,
led to the performance’s climax.
Junior Alex Quinn got up to the
microphone and began to perform
a poem . Quinn grabbed the audience’s attention with a fiery piece
about sexual assault on campus,
consent and how women are afraid

of being killed by men for rejecting
them – relating to the newfound
motive for the Santa Fe high school
shooting. At the poem’s tense end,
all was quiet, and Quinn stated, “I
don’t know how else to make you
listen.” I was left with chills as the
music began to gradually build up.
The performance came to a
close with every vocalist in IGLU
and SOL Studios repeatedly singing, “Please come and find your
voice,” which I found to be a nice

correlation to Quinn’s preceding
piece . Eventually, the majority of
the audience got up to dance with
IGLU in excitement. Everyone was
happy in this moment, and it was
gratifying to witness a scene of
such harmony within the music
scene at Lawrence.

FREE
ADMISSION
for those wearing a
Lawrence University
shirt or hat on Friday,
June 29, 12-3 pm
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Pollution is your
annoying younger
brother

STAFF EDITORIAL
Secret “cried-outs” of Lawrence University
As finals season rapidly
approaches, we would like to
share with our readers the best
places to cry on campus. Whether
you’re opting for a few quick tears
or a full-on sob session, let our
extensive knowledge of secret
cried-outs (‘cried’ plus ‘hideouts’)
be your astral guide.
“I like to cry into the Fox River. It’s
a great way to help the environment by diluting the toxic water.
Whether your eyes are a gushing spigot or a leaky faucet, your
problems will be just a drop in the
ocean (or river) compared to the
massive amounts of green sludge
surging down stream.”
–Variety Editor Claire Zimmerman
“When I have to get a good cry
out, I like to go by the David Bowie
mural downtown. That way, when
the tears have subsided, I can look
up at the late, great alien king and
know that everything is going to
be alright. It’s good to remember
that Ziggy Stardust has got my
back.”
–Features Editor Genevieve Cook
“You can catch me crying at the
West Wisconsin Avenue Target in
the Patio & Garden section on
Wednesdays and Thursdays from
2 p.m. – 3:30 p.m.”
–News Editor Allegra Taylor
“My preferred sobbing spot is the
confocal microscope room in the
basement floor of Stietz Hall. This
room is one of the most secluded places on campus. It’s a room
within a room which only limited

people have access to. The best
part about the room is that the
Kim Wipes stocked for the microscope lens work for your tears
too.”
–Managing Editor Shane Farrell
“The Warch fourth floor bathrooms are the Cadillac of meltdown-friendly areas. They are
isolated, clean and soundproof.
Here, you can cry, unleash a fit of
violent rage or lay on the floor in
the fetal position for 30 minutes
undisturbed. The Warch fourth
floor bathrooms get a 10/10 Max
Craig Bathroom Rating (MCBR).”
–Copy Editor Max Craig
“Within the pool.”
–A&E Editor Bridget Bartal
“Into the Dyson Airblades so
it’s immediately vaporized and
returned to humidify the atmosphere.”
–Copy Chief Peter Ericksen
“One great place to let your feelings flow is the Hiett laundry
room.”
–Copy Editor Wendell Leafstedt
“Why hide your feelings in a
secluded room? Share your avalanche of stress-tears with the
professors by openly crying during exams. There can only be two
outcomes: 1) the professor, by pity
and the mercy in their heart, passes the whole class at the sight of
your pain or 2) the tears smudge
your writing so much that it is
ineligible anyway. What can’t be
interpreted can’t be wrong.”

–Photo Editor Larissa Davis
“I’m way, way too tough for crying.
Tears? Suck them back up into
your face, that’s what I say. I’m not
wasting my body’s precious water
supply on this ‘crying’ garbage. I
came out of the womb stone-faced
and ready for action.”
–Editor-in-Chief Ali Shuger
“Be transported to your late
grandparents’ living room in the
Kruse room on the fourth floor
of the Seeley G. Mudd library
(which I have fondly dubbed the
“SAD” room). Nothing accentuates your cascading tears better
than the stark white light of the
SAD (Seasonal Affective Disorder)
lamp in the middle of the room.
But shhhhh… keep it down, it’s a
library.”
–Marketing Manager Caroline
Garrow
“Seven miles southeast of campus,
where the suns meet the sands.”
–Distributions Manager Alex Dahl
“Hot take: cry in the Wellness
Center sauna. Is it sweat? Tears?
No one knows.”
–Community Engagement Officer
& Op-ed Editor Cassie Gitkin
We know you’re probably
devastated that The Lawrentian is
coming to a close for the term, but
hopefully this article leaves you
with plenty of places to release
your eyeball juice. It’s been an
honor being your Editorial Staff
this term. Have a great summer!

Letters to the Editor can be sent in to Opinions & Editorials Editor, Cassie Gitkin, at lawrentian@lawrence.
edu. We review all letters and consider them for publication. The Lawrentian staff reserves the right to edit
for clarity, decency, style and space. All letters should be submitted on the Monday before publication, and
should not be more than 350 words.

Mara Kissinger

Catching the breath

Staff Writer

______________________________________

Sometimes in life you just
have to get a tattoo and then buzz
your hair in one weekend. Just
me? But in all seriousness, just
moments before writing this my
roommate took out her shaving
gear and hacked away my hair.
Just yesterday, a needle stabbed me
thousands of times, permanently
putting a meaningful message into
my skin. For a very long time, my
body, in my mind, felt like something that belonged to someone
else. Something that didn’t belong
to me. My mind was just encased
in flesh that kept me sustained and
alive. More accurately, it belonged
to the man who would sweep me
off my feet.
A year and a half earlier, I had
abandoned the false fairytale I was
force-fed and have moved on to
what feels so much more like me.
The first thing I did when I let go
was change my closet. I got the
clothes that I wanted to wear and
always felt too afraid to wear. I let
go of the femininity that I thought

I always needed and embraced the
androgyny that I had always wanted. Yesterday I got the tattoo that
I had thought about for an entire
year. I let go of my fears about
permanence and the unchanging
nature of something and got a big
forearm tattoo. And tonight, I let go
of my hair. It was something that I
had held onto for a long time trying
to get used to keeping it long and
then trying to get used to having
it at all.
So what is the point of that
story? I could layer on the cliches
and make it obvious, but I think
beating the reader over the head
with metaphors and messages is
unneeded. Letting go of what we
thought we should be is one of
the hardest things that we can do.
There are so many opinions we
get in our life from all angles: from
the media and the news and our
friends and our family. We get up
in the morning and those views
dictate how we behave and what
we say. Eat healthy, work out, keep
your body slim, your hair to this
length and trim, your clothes in
this style and for this occasion.

Everyone seems to have an idea
about what you should do and you
just have to decide which ones you
listen to. But if this weekend has
taught me anything, it is that once
in your life you need to do everything you have always been too
scared to do.
Perfection and acceptance is a
fleeting thing. There will always be
something that you could do better,
something that would bring you
closer to the ideal. We chase down
nonexistent concepts of what a
person should look like, talk like,
be like. Our lives revolve around
a hierarchy and embedded in the
quest for bettering ourselves is the
message that we should dislike
who we are. Sometimes you just
have to let go. Sometimes you have
to just listen to the expectations
that you have for yourself. Stop
holding your breath and taking up
less space just to listen to people
who might not even matter in your
life. Get a tattoo and buzz all your
hair in two days, throw out your
clothes and smile because there is
so much more to life than the person the world thinks you should be.

Michele Haeberlin
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Transboundary haze pollution. An agreement between various countries in southeast Asia
regarding this type of pollution
from land and forest fires created
a system in which countries communicate and work together to
prevent, monitor and stop any fires
that can lower air quality. These
countries are also willing to work
together to offer mutual assistance
during these fires and offer any
information relevant to the situation to neighboring countries.
That sounds like a great representation of countries working
together in order to clean up the
pollution emitted from forest and
land fires. But can a model similar
to this one be transferred over to
the global issue of transboundary
pollution? I believe the answer to
that question is, unfortunately, not
that simple. Look at pollution: it
follows its own rules, is found all
over the world in varying amounts
and it likes to negatively affect
everything around it. Also, it loves
to displace the blame it receives
onto other things, even though it
also loves attention and wants to
be a part of everything that happens. But, no matter how much we
try to ignore it and push it away,
it will always come back, usually
even whinier than before. So then
what happens when one country
decides to step up as the older
sibling and try to deal with their
persnickety younger sibling, but
fellow neighboring countries still
want to play in the mud and ignore
the situation? Or, what happens
when one older sibling gets really,
really bossy and honestly kind of
mean and then the other siblings
do not even want to deal with this
situation anymore because they
are tired and hungry and are gonna
tell Mom?
For example (in case my personification of pollution has failed
you) let us look at India. India is,
according to Forbes.com, the fastest
growing economy in the world, as
well as the largest population, and
will stay that way for this decade
and soon it will be the fifth largest
economy in the world. This is great
news for India, a country that has
been struggling to raise itself out
of the five poorest economies in the
world for quite some time. With
this exponential growth with no
seeming cap, foreign and internal
investment has skyrocketed this
country into a prospective future,
bringing their GDP out of level
with poor countries like Indonesia.
With nearly one-fifth of the world’s
population on his shoulders,
Prime Minister Narendra Modi’s
response at the 2015 Paris Climate
Conference was very reasonable.
He stated first of all, the problem
with the Paris climate deal was that
all countries were only focusing on
global warming in the present time
and not seeing how it had came to
be. But India, and especially the

party backing up Prime Minister
Modi, had big plans to industrialize and thus bring electricity and
a more stable economy to all of its
people. Also, up to this point, India
and numerous other developing
countries had barely contributed
to the amount of greenhouse gas
emissions- India accounted for, at
this time according to TIME magazine, 3 percent of all emissions
compared to the United States
with 27 percent. As Prime Minister
Modi brought up, India is currently experiencing rapid growth,
both in economy and population,
and there need to be jobs for the
growing population. Putting them
to work on lessening the regional
disparity in wealth distribution by
updating cities to coal-centered
energy producers is logical and
efficient. Bringing in renewable
energy sources is something India
agreed to do at the Paris deal, but
they clearly made it known that
renewable energy alone will not be
enough to support their estimated
demand for energy. Piyush Goyal,
the prime minister of power, coal
and renewable energy sources,
stated at the conference regarding
the Paris agreement, that “(it) does
not in any way stop the government or any country from meeting
its energy needs from whatever
sources of energy one may choose.”
And who can blame India? The
United States, most of Europe and
even China to some degree were
allowed to industrialize without
any repercussions, and then once
their economies were stable they
started to tackle the idea of finding renewable energy sources. One
could argue industrializing countries did not yet know the harm
they were doing to the environment with the first industrial revolution, but does that justify telling
growing nations like India they
cannot industrialize and bring the
quality of life of their numerous
citizens up just because now we
know it is detrimental to the earth?
Imagine your older brother
tells you that you have to tie bags
filled with rocks to your ankles as
you learn to ride your bike. This is
unfair- he did not have to do that so
why should you? You are just trying
to achieve the same goal as him.
Until the United States steps up as
a leading example (regardless of
who our president is or what they
believe) and stops ordering our
fellow brothers around, there will
be no growth and no resolution
to this problem, and the United
States will continue to masquerade
as the mature older brother, telling
everyone else what they can and
cannot do while we still emit tons
of greenhouse gas emissions every
year ourselves.

The opinions expressed in The Lawrentian are those of the students, faculty and community members who wrote them.
All facts are as provided by the authors. The Lawrentian does not endorse any opinions piece except for the staff editorial,
which represents a majority of the editorial board. The Lawrentian welcomes everyone to submit their own opinions using the
parameters outlined in the masthead.
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Nero Gallagher

Lawrence brunch

Staff Writer
_____________________________________

Saturday mornings are peaceful and beautiful times of solitude.
There are fewer people in Andrew
Commons than any other day, save
for breakfast time on the weekdays,
which are far too early for most
people to attend, anyway. A steady
and enjoyable meal is difficult to fit
in before morning classes. On the
other hand, if you are like me and
you enjoy your Saturday morning
brunch, Sunday can be a tad irritating. It is not that more students
attend Sunday brunch, however, or
that the food is of lower quality. No,
the contrast between the two days
starkly manifests in the inclusion
of Appleton residents. Children,
parents, the elderly, alumni, etc. in
attendance create a claustrophobic atmosphere for already anxious
students. Lines are longer, food is
scarcer and premium dining tables
are in higher demand.
This is not to say that there is
anything particularly wrong with
people from Appleton attending
brunch at the Andrew Commons.
The issue is that the quiet and
peaceful mood of the weekend, our
only respite from daily classes, is
disrupted by the sudden influx of
brunch-goers. If only the dining
area were more expansive or at
least had better acoustics. I think
many Lawrentians would agree
that a relaxing brunch is a better
way to start the day. I have heard
that, for Bon Appetit workers, the
addition of children in Andrew
Commons is especially stressful
because they are prone to breaking dishes and generally causing
a mess.
Despite the negative consequences, there are good reasons

for this Appleton-Lawrence interaction via brunch. For example,
Bon Appetit receives more money
which results in more quality
food, higher wages for chefs and
students, etc. Moreover, the food
provided by Bon Appetit is not
always fully consumed and is eventually thrown out at the end of the
night. Having more mouths to feed,
therefore, means less food wasted.
People from Appleton also have a
chance to see and interact with the
Lawrence campus and the student
body.
Actually, I want to bring special
attention to this idea. It is generally
well known that most Lawrentians
remain within a so-called “bubble,”
separated from the culture and
community within Appleton. We
are already busy with homework,
studying, employment, student
organizations, friendships, recreation, etc. as it is. Most people simply do not have the time to experience Appleton beyond College
Avenue or the YMCA. It only makes
sense for Appleton residents to
come to Lawrence to connect the
two communities. However, a flaw
in this system is that there is little
interaction because everyone is too
busy eating brunch.
If Lawrentians had the opportunity to converse with and play
games with Appletonians, there
would be a greater sense of community. Furthermore, if there were
greater support for transportation
into Appleton, it would lead to
more Lawrentians getting out and
experiencing the town. Perhaps
there could be a student organization that manages LawrenceAppleton events. I realize that
it is already difficult to attend
events at Lawrence with students’
busy schedules. Therefore, a shift
toward the Appleton community

on the part of other student organizations is a good idea as well.
Returning to brunch, there
are solutions to the issue of a
crowded dining area. For example,
Bon Appetit could offer brunch in
the Somerset room as opposed to
allowing Appletonians into Andrew
Commons. However, do we really
want that? I suppose this is a question of ageism, and if Lawrentians
want “those old people” infringing on their spaces. In film studies
and queer theory, there is scholarly
work by Kathryn Bond Stockton
describing the “queer child”—a
placeholder for people of “othered” identities—as treated like a
threat when entering a home. I
am not saying that Appletonians
are marginalized people—most of
them are privileged, middle-class
cishet white people—but we must
ask where the hostility toward outsiders stems from. Is it simply a
defense of our brunch time, or is
there more to it?
I am not here to provide any
answers, only to ask questions.
I think it is interesting for us to
think about what it means for the
Lawrentian and Appleton communities to be so violently separate from one another that the
one time there is intersection it
is met with hostility. Yeah, kids
are messy and Appletonians could
easily find some other brunch location like Angel’s Restaurant or the
Queen Bee, for instance, but maybe
Lawrence offers more than what
can be found in a simple restaurant. I doubt it is the quality of
food. Is it the view of the river?
Perhaps it is the strong sense of
community that Lawrence has that
is such an attractive prospect for
people. It is why I, and many students, came here after all.

The superiority of the French horn
Simone Levy
Staff Writer

______________________________________

This past Saturday at 4 p.m.,
the Lawrence University Horn
Ensemble, made up of current students, alumni and townsfolk, gathered in the Lawrence Memorial
Chapel to put on their final show
with their revered and beloved
teacher, James DeCorsey. Professor
DeCorsey is in his final year here
at Lawerence University after an
astounding 28 years, so it only
made sense to go out on a high
note, both literally and figuratively.
The concert, which drew a sizeable
crowd, showed off the history of
the horn, beginning with a showcase on horn-like instruments.
Members of the horn ensemble as
well as Dean of the Conservatory,
Brian Pertl began the concert with a
serenade of conch shell calls. Then,
senior Julian Cohen demonstrated
the ram’s horn, or the shofar. Dean
Pertl then finished the showcase
with an improvised didgeridoo
cadenza. After the demonstration,
Professor DeCorsey mounted the
stage to show off his deft capabilities on the natural horn. This is a
horn with no valves, meaning all of
the changing of notes is done with
the embouchure or the hand inside
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ronment, including the Rachel
Carson Award in 2004 and the
Jane Jacobs Lifetime Achievement
Award in 2008.

the bell of the horn. An extremely
difficult instrument to play well, the
natural horn is a common enemy of
many horn players, including me.
However, DeCorsey calmly navigated through the passages of lip
trills and intricate articulations to
elucidate the complexities of the
horn to the audience. Then, the rest
of the ensemble entered on to the
stage, flanking a small orchestra
made up of faculty and students
alike. This was for the Handel.
After that, we did a piece by Lo
Presti, followed by an improvisational piece. Then, the main event:
the Western Medley. DeCorsey has
spent months perfecting his own
arrangement of an amalgam of
themes from iconic western films,
including The Good, the Bad, and
the Ugly, The Magnificent Seven,
High Noon and A Fistful of Dollars,
among others. This masterfully
crafted potpourri of Western tunes
played by some 18 horns was the
culmination of 28 years of both
the selfless mentorship and the
pure passion for music that James
DeCorsey embodied in his days at
Lawrence. It is my professional,
unbiased opinion as a Lawrentian
who attends many, many concerts,
that this Horn Ensemble concert
was the best and most impressive

concert Lawrence has ever put on.
For those who are unaware,
the French horn is the most difficult
instrument to play. The partials are
too close together, the mouthpiece
is tiny, the range is far too wide, it
takes decades to find a good tone,
etc., I could go on forever. But yes,
that is the claim that I am making this week: French horn is the
most difficult instrument. But, it
is also the most beautiful instrument. The next time you sit down
to watch a movie – it could be
literally any movie – wrap your ear
around the dulcet melodies that
the horn oozes from its golden bell.
Now picture some 18 plus horn
players, all of whom have spent,
collectively, centuries mastering and perfecting the art of horn
playing. Now imagine these horn
players harmonizing together in
the resonant belly of the Lawrence
Memorial Chapel, performing a
piece of solely Western music. I
know that my opinions in this section can be contentious and even
cause for outrage in the greater
Lawrence community, but I expect
all of you readers to back me up
on this one thing: the French horn
is the best instrument. At least for
this week, it is.

On June 10, Shepherd will be
recognized by Lawrence University
with an honorary Doctor of
Humane Letters degree. This will
be her second honorary degree.
For graduates who are passionate about the cause of environmental justice, Shepherd advised
that young people do everything

they can to participate by volunteering, interning, applying for fellowships, etc. at places they will be
nurtured and given the opportunity to excel. Shepherd proclaimed
that people from all different backgrounds and experiences have
something to offer to this vital
issue.

Oatmeal? Soup. Cereal?
Soup. Yogurt? Soup.
Dan Meyer
Staff Writer

______________________________________

Hey dweebs, have you even
thought about soup lately? Have
you given a single moment of your
brain’s time to liquid dinner? Soup
is more important than 10th week.
Soup is more important than finals.
Soup is more important than graduation and the ensuing weeks of
sadness brought by letters upon
letters of rejection.
College graduation season is
upon us, which means that a bunch
of famous losers are going to give
thousands of speeches beginning
with the Merriam-Webster dictionary definition of success, learning
and insurmountable debt. Keeping
with the season, I have another
definition for all you soup-slurping
elitist jerks out there:
Soup \süp\ n 1: Oatmeal. 2:
Cereal. 3: Yogurt.
“But Dan,” you geeks are probably mumbling, “this is just too
far. I was totally on board for your
onion take but this is just absurd.”
First of all, thank you very
much for your support in my war
on onion frivolity. Secondly, I am
fully aware of the intensity of this
opinion. But as a card-carrying
Knower of Things, I think I am
qualified to declare the soup stature of these dishes.
Try to keep up, you soup-discriminating goobers. Let us begin
with oatmeal, the indisputable
regent of breakfast sludge. After
extensive research in Andrew
Commons, I have learned that oatmeal is primarily made from oats
and the paste produced when trees
are turned to pulp. Regardless of
its ingredients, however, the basic
premise of oatmeal remains the
same: a thick liquid, containing a
bunch of smaller, saturated solids. This would normally be the
“snap fingers and wink at the jury”
moment of my closing argument,
but I will continue further for those
of you who are not yet convinced.
(Yes, I have argued this point in
court before. Several times, in fact,
but that is beside the point.)
I normally disavow all dictionaries, but I have put aside my
disgust with Merriam-Webster for
the sake of this point and this point
alone. Those preening nerds have
defined soup as “a liquid food esp.
with a meat, fish or vegetable stock
as a base and often containing pieces of solid food” OR “something
having or suggesting the consistency or nutrient qualities of soup.”
“Ha! You have already outed
yourself as a fraudulent fact-friendo, dear Dan,” you might be saying
like the doofus you are. “Oats are
not vegetables, they are grasses or
something else stupid like that!”
Here we come to Section 1A
of my argument: all things grown
in nature that are not fruits should
be considered vegetables. As the
most seizure-prone member of the
Lawrentian Op-Ed section, I believe
that I have the power to make it so.
I have made it so. All grasses
are now vegetables. Boom, vegetable base and ingredients. Boom,
oatmeal is soup. On to the next one:
cereal.
Ah, my sheriffs of soup! My
barons of bisque! My captains of
chowder! My saviors of stew and
presidents of porridge, I ask you:
what is dairy? Seriously, what
is dairy’s motley crew of nipple
byproducts that have found such a
strong foothold in our daily nutritional habits? Collected members

of the jury (again, this is not the
first time I have made this argument), milk is something produced
in the body. Milk has protein. Milk
is primarily a liquid, but can be
transformed into a solid. Allow me
to present another protein-laden
product of the body which can be
found in either solid or liquid form:
meat. Let me say it once more
in case the yarn has not yet connected to the other pushpin on the
corkboard for you: milk is meat.
Therefore, cereal has a meat base
and solid food contained within.
Ergo, cereal is soup. (For those
of you who contend that cereal
is salad with excessive dressing, I
would remind you that most cereal
does not contain lettuce. All dressing-based salads contain lettuce
and any dressing-dependent salad
that does not is nothing more than
trash that wriggled its way free of
the can. Bad salad, bad decision,
bad you.)
You know that I have one last
point, dingus. (As you can probably
guess, I still have not defeated the
curse-goblin beneath Warch, thus
requiring me to limit all my insults
to PG dubs.)
Yogurt—of any variety—is
soup. I have no plan to reiterate my
milk is meat point again, but you
can probably guess how this argument goes. I do not even need to
bring in the secondary definition of
soup that includes anything “suggesting the consistency of soup.”
Yogurt is rotten meat soup, but
even rotten meat soup is better
than borscht.
I would like to make a brief
aside here to personally call out
one Lawrence student and lover of
borscht. Luke Honeck, your taste in
soup is deplorable. I enjoyed rooming together last year and look forward to sharing a quad, but your
opinions on what constitutes good
soup are the worst.
There is little more to be
said about yogurt’s soupish status
that I have not already mentioned
with cereal and oatmeal. Instead,
I would like to make a plea to the
product designers at Campbell’s
and whatever other soup manufacturers there are besides the
makers of the Italian Man on the
Can: take a page from Go-Gurt’s
book and make all soup to go. I am
aware that Campbell’s already does
something like this with its little
cans-to-go product, but that is not
the portable soup I am describing.
I want piping hot soup contained
in a plastic tube, capable of searing the inside of my mouth every
time I consume it. A day that does
not include me scalding my toothchamber is a day wasted.
Have I said soup often enough
to make the word lose its meaning?
If I have failed to do so by now, I
would refer you to the April 1 issue
of the Lawrentian tastefully titled
“Soup.” Rather than stressing about
finals and your looming years of
unemployment, let your mind go
blank. Eat a bowl of oatmeal in
the morning, a vat of yogurt in the
early afternoon and a bathtubful of
cereal at midnight. When you find
yourself staring down at an empty
blue book during finals week, write
“soup” over and over until your
pen or pencil snaps and the pages
resemble those drawings from The
Ring. Howl “soup” at the moon and
free your mind of any other facts
and information.
Oatmeal is soup. Cereal is
soup. Yogurt is soup. Have a good
summer, soup goofs.
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The staff at Kaplan’s Café would like to congratulate seniors on their
graduation and wish the entire student body of Lawrence University a good
summer!
Photo by Spencer Washington.
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